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Introduction

What is the origin of evil? An answer to this perennial question is offered by an Islamic myth, which has existed in the collective memory of Muslim Mediterranean society for over a thousand years. As this myth has been re-told over the years, its emphases varied according to the contexts in which it is being narrated. These contexts extend from (at least) the 4th a.H./10th c.E. century to the present day, and from theological arguments to natural disasters and geo-political circumstances.

The earliest source in which I have been able to locate this story is Nawādir al-Uṣūl fī Maʿrifat Aḥādīth al-Rasūl, by the mystic al-Ḥakīm al-Tirmidhī (d. 320 a.H./932 c.E.). Al-Ḥakīm al-Tirmidhī relates this report on the authority of Wahb b. Munabbih (d. 110-116 a.H.).

Iblis gave a son of his [ibn[an]] lahu] to Eve, and said: “Look after him [Ukfulihi].”
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When Adam came he asked: “What is this, oh Eve?” She said: “Our enemy [‘aduwunā] Iblīs brought it, and told me ‘Look after him’.” Said [Adam]: “Haven’t I told you not to obey him in anything? He is the one who deceived us [gharranā] so that we fell into disobedience / sin [ma’siya].”

He turned to the child [ilā al-walad], cut him into four, and hung each quarter on a tree, out of anger with him [with Iblīs]. Then came Iblīs and said “Oh Eve, where is my son?”, and she informed him of what Adam had done. [Iblīs] then said “Oh Khannās” and [the child] lived [fa-ḥayiya] and answered him.

[Once more Iblīs] brought him to Eve and told her: “Look after him”. Adam came, and burnt him in fijire, and spread his ashes in the sea. Iblīs, curse be upon him [ʿalayhi al-laʿna], came and said: “Oh Eve, where is my son?” She informed him of Adam’s deeds, and he went to the sea and said: “Oh Khannās.” And [the child] lived and answered him.

[Iblīs then] brought him to Eve for the third time, and said: “Look after him”. Adam watched him [the child; naẓara ilayhi] and slaughtered [the child; dhabaḥahu] and roasted him, and both [Adam and Eve] ate [the child] entirely [jamīʿ(an)]. Iblīs came and asked her, and Eve told him [of what had happened]. He then said: “Oh Khannās” and [the child] lived and answered him, and his voice came to him from the body of Adam and Eve. Iblīs said: “This is just what I had wanted. This is your abode, in the breast [ṣadr] of the child of Adam [walad Adam].”

He devours (multaqim) the heart of [each] son of man [ibn Adam]; as long as [the man] is neglectful [ghāfijil(an)], [Khannās] seduces [him; yuwawwisu], and when [the man] remembers Allah, [Khannās] emits his [the man’s] heart and withdraws [inkhanasa].

This text can be interpreted on a number of levels. Here it is examined as a Ḥadīth report, in the context of the Islamic tradition; as a folk narrative; and in comparison with three other religious stories: the expulsion from Paradise (with which it shares its characters); the sacrifice of Isaac; and that of Jesus (the father and son motif). Each of these three different levels of interpretation reveals other aspects of the story and of its multiple meanings. By presenting these separate levels side by side, and applying to them tools from the disciplines of Ḥadīth, literature, folklore and psychology, further meanings of the text are revealed. Of a special interest is the way in

which the analysis of the text as a folk tale contributes to the understanding of this narrative as a religious story, both in its specific context in Islam and in relation to other religious traditions.

Other matters that will be discussed below have to do with (1) the functions of the text in each of the contexts in which it exists; (2) its origin; and (3) the differences between religious and folk literature, with regard to the circulation of this story.

I. The Text as a Ḥadīth Report

1. Circulation

In terms of circulation, this report is unusually rare. I have been able to locate it in only two, non-authoritative sources of scholarly Ḥadīth literature. Al-Ḥakīm al-Tirmidhī, who was among the most important early Ṣūfī writers, wrote many books about jurisprudence, Ḥadīth and Ṣūfijism, of which Nawādir al-Uṣūl is one of the best-known. The book is divided into chapters—Uṣūl (“sources”), which deal with a variety of topics. The above text appears in aṣl 259, which is entitled “The dispelling of the Devil’s insinuations” (al-dafʿ min al-waswsasa).

The report from al-Ḥakīm al-Tirmidhī’s Nawādir al-Uṣūl is quoted by Qurṭubī (d. 671 A.H./1273 C.E.) in his Tafsīr, where the story is located in the exegesis to sūra 114 (al-Nāṣ).

The Qurṭubī version changes the beginning of the story so as to make it suit better the exegetical context: “It is said that al-Waswās al-Khannās is a son of Iblīs, whom he brought to Eve and gave him to her and said: ‘Look after him’”. Then the two versions are identical.

Qurṭubī remarks that he doubts the reliability of this report. Such a comment might explain the rarity of this report in the Ḥadīth literature: So far, I have found no references to the story in other Ḥadīth sources. Yet the

5 Except for a minor difference in line 7 of the Nawādir text, where instead of “fa-akhbarathu bi-fiʾl Ādam bihi” in the Nawādir, Qurṭubī uses the phrase “fa-akhbarathu bi-fiʾl Ādam iyāhu”.
6 Ibid., p. 262.
question remains what made Qurṭubī consider this report unreliable. This question will be discussed below.

Despite its rarity in the Ḥadīth, the story has gained popularity as a folk tale, as is evident from its inclusion in three anthologies of folk tales. Whereas two of these anthologies contain popular Palestinian stories,7 the third one contains Jewish-Yemenite folk tales.8 The story is also quoted by Nimr Sirhan in his study of Palestinian folk tales. It should be noted that whereas the scholarly Ḥadīth sources which contain this story, date from the tenth and thirteenth centuries C.E., all folk versions of the tale located until today were collected during the twentieth century C.E. All the versions of the folk tales have been collected in an Arabic-speaking environment, which might indicate that the origin of the story is Arab or Muslim, although this is difficult to assert on the basis of the existing information. Also supporting this view, however, is the fact that the story is hardly known in Jewish and Christian religious sources. Although this story connotes with the view of some early commentators of the Bible that Cain was the son of Eve and Satan,9 the Cain story is quite different from the story discussed here. The question of the story’s origin however, remains open, with a certain likelihood that the source might be Arab and/or Muslim.

2. Isnād

Al-Ḥakīm al-Tirmidhī does not give the whole isnād for this report. Only the name of the first transmitter is given: Wahb b. Munabbih (d. 110-116 A.H.). Considered as a transmitter of Isrāʾīliyyāt,10 and suspected of relations with


8 IFA (Haifa), text 1141, “How did the Devil enter the human heart,” collected by Heda Jason from Yehuda Jefet Schwili (Yemen), Holon [Israel], Blokonim 227, on June 5th 1959. A German translation of this story appears in Schwili, pp. 158-159, Nr. 62.

9 Pirkey de-Rabbī Eliʿezer—“Ḥorev,” chapter 21 4-5; Zohar, Vol. 1, p. 28b; Kugel, The Bible As it Was, pp. 86-87; Urbach, Sages, p. 147.

10 The term Isrāʾīliyyāt relates to narratives which inform of biblical person-
the Qadariyya, Wahb is not very popular with the authoritative compilers. His reputation could also have led to the lack of popularity of the report in scholarly literature. However, it might also be that an unreliable transmitter was attached to the report as a reflection (or even a reinforcement) of its unpopularity. This isnād also suggests the possibility of finding parallels to this report in Jewish or Christian sources. However, as I have mentioned above, such a parallel has not been located yet.

3. Qurʾānic Vocabulary

Although the story itself does not evolve from the Qurʾānic text, its vocabulary relates to several Qurʾānic contexts. First, it refers to the Qurʾānic Paradise story, through relating to Adam and Eve and to the Devil, their seducer and the cause of their expulsion from Paradise. Although the name Eve is not mentioned in the Qurʾān, Islamic tradition is familiar with this name, which occurs in the Tafsīr literature. Also related to the Qurʾānic allusion to the Paradise story are Eve’s reference to the Devil as “our enemy” (ʿaduwunā); Adam’s accusation of Iblīs as the one who “deceived us” (Banū Isrāʾîl); or folklore considered as (or sometimes actually) borrowed from Jewish sources. The folklore and imaginary themes led to the condemnation of the Isrāʾīliyāt by strict scholars and the classical collectors of the Ḥadīth. The sources for this material are believed to have been converted Jews, or Muslims who had contacts with Jews and Christian in the pre-Islamic period. Wahb b. Munabbih is one of the notable names among such transmitters. G. Vajda, “Isrāʾīliyāt,” EI², Vol. IV, pp. 211-212.

11 The advocates of free will (as opposed to pre-destination) in Islam. The earliest Qadarite document is the Risāla of Ḥasan al-Бaṣrī (d. 110 A.H., a contemporary of Wahb b. Munabbih), which argues that evil stems from human beings or from Satan, whereas God only creates good; and humans choose between good and evil. J. van Ess, “Qadariyya,” EI², Vol. VI, pp. 368–372.

12 Q: 2/35-36, 7/19-22, 20/117-123. It is worth noting, however, that in the Qurʾān the name of the Devil when he seduces Adam and his spouse in Paradise is al-Shayṭān. The terms Iblis and al-Shayṭān are interchangeable, although some modern scholars try to make a clear distinction between them. See: Allouche, “Images of the Devil,” pp. 15-17.


14 See for instance Q: 2/36, 7/22, 20/117.
(gharranā);¹⁵ the expression “entirely” (jamīʿ(an)), which also qualifies the expulsion of Adam and his spouse from Paradise;¹⁶ and the verb waswasa, which is the verb used to describe how the Devil (al-Shayṭān) seduced Adam and his spouse to eat from the forbidden tree.¹⁷

The verb (waswasa) also appears in sūra 114 (al-Nās), which is the main Qur’ānic reference relating to this report. The terms Khannās, ṣadr, yuwaswisu and inkhanasa, which appear in the text of the report, all connote with the vocabulary of this sūra:

I seek refuge in the Lord of human beings, the King of human beings, the God of human beings, from the evil of the retreating Devil (mīn sharr al-waswās al-khannās), who whispers in people’s breasts in an insinuating manner (’lladhī yuwaswisu fī ṣudūr al-nās); from the evil spirits and the [evil] people.¹⁸

But at the same time, whereas some of the Qur’ānic elements, such as the references to Adam and Iblīs, are essential components of the plot, the story can do without the vocabulary from sūra 114. Indeed, the folk tale versions of the story omit these elements. The son is called “little Devil”. As will be shown below,¹⁹ while the last sentence of the Jewish-Yemenite version, after the Devil expresses his satisfaction at his son being eaten by Adam and Eve, speaks of the little devil who constantly occupies humans with thoughts, the last sentence in the Palestinian version does not refer to any seductive whisperings or human breasts. It is said only that “And since that incident, all human souls have come to contain an amount of good and an amount of evil or devilry”.²⁰

This suggests that the vocabulary of sūra 114 may have been added to an existing text, in order to use it as an exegetical story; or maybe as part of “Islamizing” the story. This option is supported by the fact that the last sentence of the report combines elements (vocabulary and images) of other exegetical traditions to this sūra. According to one of them, the expression

---

¹⁵ Q: 7/22 (referring to al-Shayṭān); see also in relation to al-Shayṭān Q: 4/120 (in relation to the non-believers) and 17/64 (in relation to al-Shayṭān seducing humans until the Day of Judgement, when he will be punished).
¹⁶ Q: 20/123.
¹⁷ Q: 7/20, 20/120.
¹⁸ Q: 114/1-6.
¹⁹ See section II below.
²⁰ Ashhab, Kān Yā Mā Kān, pp. 188-189.
al-Waswās al-Khannās in sūra 114 refers to the Devil (al-Shayṭān), who puts his mouth on the heart (qalb) of a human being (ibn Ādam); when the human being is neglectful and forgets (sahā wa-ghafala), he seduces (was-wasa), and when [this person] remembers Allah the Devil retreats (khanasa). This report correlates with the last sentence of the Khannās report, which begins “He [Khannās] devours (multaqim) the heart of [each] son of man [ibn Ādam]; as long as [the man] is neglectful [ghāfīl(ān)].” Alternatively, when the human being forgets [God], al-Shayṭān devours his heart (iltaqama qalbahu).

The exegesis to sūra 114 also suggests the interpretation of al-Khannās as the son of the Devil. As opposed to traditions such as those above which identify al-Waswās al-Khannās as The Devil, others consider al-Waswās as a descendant of the Devil: “When al-Waswās was born, al-Shayṭān khana-sahu, [that is] when Allah is remembered, [al-Waswās] ‘withdraws’, and when Allah is not remembered he sits tight in the heart [of the human].

Finally, kafala—the verb that is used by Iblīs each time that he brings Khannās to Eve (ukfulīhi—look after him), appears in the Qurʿān in sūra 3:37, in the context of Zakariyyā24 looking after Maryam (Mary), the future mother of ʿIsā (Jesus), because she had no father. Here one notes an opposite situation. Rather than blessed, it is problematic: whereas the Qurʾān tells of a man looking after a girl, here a woman is looking after a boy; and rather than the future mother of Christ, the child is the son of the Devil.

4. The Roles of the Text in the Ḥadīth

As well as evoking theological and philosophical questions, this story also serves other goals and purposes in the different contexts in which it has been related.

---

21 Ibn Ḥajar, Taghlīq al-Taʿlīq, Vol. 4, p. 382 (sūra 114). See also Ibn Ḥajar, Taghlīq al-Taʿlīq, Vol. 4, p. 381 (quoting Ṭabarī) and Ṭabarī, Tafsīr, Vol. 30, p. 355 (sūra 114), for another version of this report.
24 Father of John the baptist, considered in the Qurʾān as among the righteous. B. Heller [A. Rippin,] “Zakariyyā‘,” EI2, Vol. XI, pp. 405-406.
4.1 Ṣūfī ideas

Al-Hakīm al-Tirmidhī uses this text to illustrate his discussion of the ego (nafs), the evil inclination and its continuous presence within humanity.

The end of the Khannās report, which portrays the Devil’s son, whom Adam and Eve thought was dead, as alive and active within their bodies and devouring their hearts, corresponds with one of al-Ḥakīm al-Tirmidhī’s views of the nafs. According to Tirmidhī, the nafs is the centre of human impulse and desires, which are opposed to everything that is divine. Whereas the human rūḥ (spirit), qalb (heart) and ‘aql (mind) are directed towards the celestial sphere, the nafs is ambivalent. One can, with much effort, educate and purify the nafs, make it more similar to the rūḥ, qalb and ‘aql, and bring it closer to God; however, its natural tendency is to sink down, towards the earthly. This is why humans, too, have a double nature. In his autobiography (Kitāb Sīrat al-Awliyā’) Tirmidhī describes how the nafs misleads human beings, by pretending to be dead. As a person stops being aware of it, the nafs misleads the believer from within—which is what happened to Adam and Eve after killing the Devil’s son in the story.25

In the specific context of this story, the views of al-Tirmidhī regarding the nafs correspond with the symbolism of the child figure. According to C.G. Jung, the child is a symbol of the nascent Self (“the central nucleus of the personality which contains all the archetypal potential with which an individual is innately endowed”), and always points to the future and carries within itself the seeds of its own maturity and completion. A child must have a mother/mother substitute as an infant. However, this tie must be loosened in puberty. The child symbol means “evolving towards independence” says Jung. The child has thus to be detached from his origins—thus the ordeals suffered by child gods and young heroes. In all child myths he is on the one hand delivered helpless into the hands of terrible enemies and in danger of extinction, on the other has powers exceeding those of ordinary humans. This represents the urge of all beings to realise themselves.26

In the Devil’s son story, the consumption of the Devil’s child (the concluding part of the ordeal that this child goes through) is part of the development of the human psyche. He is (literally) cut from his substitute mother (Eve), but despite his helplessness this child has a supernatural ability to

---

26 Stevens, Ariadne’s clue, pp. 235-240, 318.
resurrect himself each time anew. Within the human breast, he constitutes the seeds (potential) of evil and inflated ego.

4.2 An exegetical text: interpreting Q: 114:4-5
Al-Qurtubī, the commentator who links this text in his commentary to sūra 114 (al-Nās), quotes it from al-Ḥakīm al-Tirmidhī. Qurtubī uses it to explain the expression al-Waswās al-Khannās (Q: 114/4): the meaning of this phrase, its relationship to the Devil (Iblīs), and how did al-Waswās al-Khannās get to whisper seductively in people’s breasts. According to the story, Khannās is the son of Iblīs. His presence and seductive whisperings in human breasts are the result of an incident involving his father and the father of humanity. Furthermore, al-Qurtubī, known for his support of the reality of demonic possession, quotes this story without further discussion. For his purposes, the text speaks for itself.

4.3 The report as reflecting normative messages
In addition to Qurʾānic and Ḥadīth vocabulary, this report also reflects more general concepts, which are common to the Islamic Tradition. One of them is that the Devil dwells within human beings. A similar idea is reflected, for instance, in a common saying of the Prophet, according to which the Devil (al-Shayṭān) flows in humans the way their blood does.

Another Islamic concept is that anger should be avoided, for it is of the Devil. As will be shown below, Adam’s anger had a lot to do with the unfortunate results of this incident. The idea of anger as a thing of the Devil is repeated in a number of traditions. For instance, “Anger is of the Devil, the Devil is made of fiāri; fiāri is turned off with water. If any of you is angry he should undergo ablution.”

---

27 See for example his exegesis to Q: 2/275, which he interprets as speaking of the Devil as causing epilepsy. Qurṭubī considers this verse as a proof for the reality of demonic possession. Qurṭubī, ُTafsīr, Vol. 3, p. 355.
behavior affects demonic presence and actions. That is, even though the Devil is within the human heart, the choice of right and wrong is still maintained.\textsuperscript{30} The story also refers to the prohibition in Islam on the abuse of the dead.

Finally, this report supports the preservation of the existing social order, as it condemns violations of traditional conventions regarding the normative social roles of women. Adam’s words to Eve “Did I not tell you not to obey him . . .” express a demand that a woman should obey her husband.\textsuperscript{31} Disobedience might lead to undesirable results, as in this case. A deviation from the normative social role of a woman is also expressed through the role that Eve takes upon herself in looking after Khannās. Such a role is usually preserved for men, as in the Qur’ānic example of Zakariyyā and Mary.\textsuperscript{32}

In the context of folk literature, this story serves as an aetiological myth, which explains the origin of evil. This function of the text will be further discussed below.

Despite its normative messages and its exegetical role, this report failed to gain popularity in the Ḥadīth, whereas the existence of popular versions, as well as the inclusion of this story in anthologies of folk literature, strongly indicate of the great popularity and circulation that this story gained as a folk tale. A possible explanation for its rejection from the scholarly literature emerges from the discussion below.

II. The Text as a Folk Narrative

1. Structural Characteristics: An Analysis According to Olrik’s Epic Laws

Finding a folk tale version of the Khannās report should not come as a surprise. The Ḥadīth report itself is similar to a folk narrative,\textsuperscript{33} and corresponds

\textsuperscript{30} Compare for example with the Ḥadīth report according to which a person who wakes up and goes to the market is accompanied by the Devil, whereas those who wake up and go to the mosque are accompanied by an angel. Shaybānī, Al-Āḥād wal-Mathānī, Vol. 5, p. 183.
\textsuperscript{31} Q: 4/34: “… The good [women] are obedient . . .”
\textsuperscript{32} Q: 3/37: “[. . .] and Zakariyyā looked after her”.
\textsuperscript{33} The motif of a child cooked and eaten by his parents is found in folk tales. For example, in the story of “The Juniper Tree” a child is killed and cooked by his step mother, and eaten by his father. The motifs that are shared by the two stories
to many of Olrik’s Epic Laws. For instance, the story consists of three episodes, which follow a repetitive pattern (The Law of Three; The Law of Patterning). There are repetitive expressions, such as when Iblis gives Eve the child, and tells her to “look after him” (Ukfulihi) (The Law of Repetition). Each scene contains two characters only (The Law of Two to a Scene), and the principal character of each such couple (either Iblis or Adam) appears first (The Law of the Importance of Final Position).

On the other hand, the story seems not to correspond to the essential Law of Contrast, according to which “The Sage is always polarised”. rich and poor, good and evil, wise and foolish. This law is an essential element in folk narratives; but it is exactly this contrast which is missing in the story. Whereas on the one hand Iblis (being the Devil) is known to be evil, on the other Adam and Eve can hardly be viewed as role models—Adam with his cruelty against Khannās, and Eve who three times accepts the responsibility for looking after a child, and then neglects it. It is only in the last sentence of the story, that a contrast is presented in terms of a cosmic struggle between God and the Devil: whenever Allah is remembered, Khannās retreats. However, this contrast is not reflected in the story itself, in which God is not mentioned. The last sentence seems as an addition to the story, not only because it appears to be a composition of exegetical traditions to sūra 114, as suggested before; but also since, from a literary perspective, it does not fit with the rest of the narrative. Rather than a succession of actions or a dialogue, it is a descriptive sentence, in which the narrator’s voice is heard.

It should be noted that, the previous laws, to which the story corresponds, have to do mainly with its structural characteristics, whereas the latter one deals also with the characters. Thus, a characters analysis might,

are the step mother; the killing, chopping and eating of the child; the tree; the fire; salty water (here: tears, rather than the sea); and the resurrection of the child. Grimm’s Fairy Tales, pp. 220-229 (story 47).

Axel Olrik (1864-1917) was a Danish folklorist. By the thirteen Epic Laws (1909) he wished to characterise all folk narratives. The laws remain effectual to these days, although some of them have not been found always applicable for folk narratives outside Western Europe and the Semitic tradition. The text under consideration, however, seems to fit well with most of them. Axel Olrik, “Epic Laws of Folk Narrative,” in Alan Dundes (ed.), The Study of Folklore, Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1965, pp. 129-141. Trans. by J.P. Steager. [Originally published in 1909]. Chesnutt, “The Many Abodes of Olrik’s Epic Laws,” pp. 7-11.

therefore, give different results. For that purpose, the story should be read independently, regardless of its religious context. Its hero should be Iblīs.

After abandoning the concept of Iblīs as evil by definition (as in the religious framework), it is possible to view Iblīs as morally neutral, or even good, and Adam and Eve as evil. He gives them his son to look after, and they kill him, time after time, out of revenge. For this behaviour they receive eternal punishment. Although Adam is the initiator of this, Eve is guilty of betraying her responsibility to look after the child.

Nevertheless, one could say that at the peak of horror, when Adam turns Khannās into dinner, Iblīs shows his true colours: this was exactly what he was hoping for. The negative references made to him throughout the plot (“our enemy”, deceiver, accursed) are not in vain: it is he who has no mercy on his own son, whom he sacrifices in order to achieve his goal. The apparent contrast in the story goes through a certain twist towards the end, when Adam’s behavior becomes understandable; nevertheless, one cannot help thinking that had Adam been less angry and vengeful, he would not have fulfilled Iblīs’ scheme so faithfully. The question of contrast remains, therefore, undecided. The folk tale versions of this story try to avoid this lack of clarity, and follow the Law of Contrast. As a folk narrative, the text was told during the twentieth century in two contexts: one is Jewish-Yemenite and the other is Palestinian. From the very beginning, the Palestinian version presents the plot of Iblīs to the audience:

The origin of evil in humanity

It is told that our father Adam was busy that day taking care of the woods, while our mother Eve was doing her chores in the cave where she lived. Suddenly, she heard a voice crying and rushed out of the cave towards it, and to her great surprise she saw a pretty, naked baby crying.

36 Ashhab, Kān Yā Mā Kān, pp. 188-189. Collected from Mārī Salīm Ḥanā, Jerusalem, 1979. From among the different versions of the Palestinian folk tale I chose to quote this one, since the one collected by Hanauer in 1934 (which is almost identical to this version, although the two versions were collected by different writers and from different people), was collected in English. Sirhan, who quotes Hanauer’s version in his book, does not give an accurate translation of the story into Arabic. The main difference is that in Sirhan’s translation Hawā’ takes care of the child three times, whereas in Hanauer’s version she is only said to have taken care of him on the first day. Perhaps Sirhan was familiar with another version of the story, which
Eve did not realize that this little baby was the son of Iblis, [and that] his father had sent him to start tempting Adam and Eve and their offspring on Earth. Eve carried it as she felt sorry for it, and pampered it until it became quiet.

When Adam came home from his journey, he saw the baby in her hands, took it away from her angrily, and went to the river bank, then threw it into the water and watched it sink, then he left it and returned to the cave and warned Eve about it.

The next day, after Adam left for his work, Iblis came to the river and called his child: “My little ‘Ifrīt, where are you?” [The child] replied while floating on the water: “Here I am, father”. [Iblis] commanded him to wait for him on the bank until he came back and called him.

At the end of the day Adam saw him there, and noticed that he was a beautiful creature, however he was not deceived by that, but carried him and threw him in the fire until he was turned into ashes.

On the morning of the next day Iblis came and called his son, and immediately life returned to him and when the father of humanity returned to the cave at the end of the day he saw in front of him the little devil playing, although he was certain that he had killed him once by drowning him and a second time by burning him, and he began to think of a way to finally get rid of him, and told Eve angrily: “The best solution to get rid of that accursed devil is that we slaughter it, cook it well and then eat it”.

Indeed, they executed this way [of action] and ate all of it. When the head of demons came on the morning of the next day he called his child and said: “Where are you my little devil?” And two voices came out from within the bodies of Adam and Eve and replied: “I am here oh father, happy and enjoying peacefully”. And so Iblis said to him “Good that is exactly what I planned for them and wanted for you”.

And since that incident, all human souls have come to contain an amount of good and an amount of evil or devilry.

The statement that Iblis had sent his son in order “to start tempting Adam and Eve and their offspring on Earth” makes the audience view

Adam’s actions in the light of this already-known scheme. Eve, who finds the child as an abandoned baby, is neither obliged to Iblīs, nor does she know of his relation to it. At the same time, Adam seems to have the knowledge of the “baby” being a devil in disguise. Picturing the child as demonic from the very beginning justifies Adam’s behavior towards him. This way, the story retains the typical characteristics of a folk tale, and gains popularity, for the loss of some of the twist and the tension that the religious text offers. In the Jewish-Yemenite version the contrast is even clearer, as it replaces the child with a sheep:

How did the Devil enter the human heart

When the first man was still in this world, the Devil was not in his heart. Then the Devil came to him in the form of a human being, and his son he made into the shape of a sheep. He came and said: “I leave the sheep with you for a year, for you to look after it for me. After one year I shall come and take it”.

“Fine”.

The Devil left and did not return for one year. The man waited and waited—he saw that the other one was not coming—he went and slaughtered the sheep. He and Eve ate it. Said Adam: “That man will come, we shall tell him: it ran off, or died and that is it!” The following day, as soon as they had eaten the sheep, the next day the Devil came. “Give me my sheep”. “It ran off. What can I do?”

“Not true, it did not run away”.
“Yes it did!”
“And if I call it and it answers, then what?”
“I’ll see you call!”
The Devil called:
“My son, where are you?”
“Here, father” replied the little devil, “in the stomach of man. Should I come out?”
“No, no. Stay!”
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And so the little devil remained within the human heart, and did not let him have peace—all time long man has thoughts.

Adam is not aware that he is speaking to the Devil, and faithfully fulfills his obligation to look after the sheep. Only after the man fails to return in due time, does Adam decide to slaughter the sheep and eat it. He is innocent of anger and vengeance. Once the identity of the “good guys” and “bad guys” becomes clearer, the audience can take side with one of the characters, which makes it easier it to accept the story (especially in a version that speaks of eating a sheep, rather than a child). It should be noted that, in this version, unlike the scholarly hadīth version, or even the Palestinian version of the folk tale, Eve is completely passive. This leaves Adam and the Devil as the only active figures, and emphasizes the contrast between their characters.

That said, the folk tale versions, too, still preserve negative characteristics in Adam’s image: in the Jewish-Yemenite version Adam lies brazenly, and to a certain extent it seems that the eventual outcome of the narrative is the ramification of it. The Palestinian version preserves two attempts at murder, as well as the motif of Adam’s anger. This ambiguity of the Law of Contrast, which is an essential characteristic of folk literature, could be seen as supporting the view that this story originates from a written, rather than an oral, source; however, this is hard to determine.

2. The Role of the Text as a Folk Narrative

2.1 The text as an aetiological myth

As a folk narrative, the text belongs to the genre of myth. The title of the Palestinian version, “The Origin of Evil”, reflects its role as an aetiological myth. As such, the story seems to claim that the origin of evil is external to human beings. The guilt for its entry into humanity lies with Eve, who let the Devil into the house. Had she not obeyed Iblīs, this would not have happened.

However, a closer look reveals that it was Adam’s choice of actions that led to the unfortunate results. Although he read Iblīs’ intentions correctly, his reaction was wrong; had he been less violent, less furious and avenging, he would not have killed the child in the first place, and would not have come to the act of eating it. Iblīs was only using an existing potential, which he helped to develop into action. Evil was within Adam all along, in the
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form of anger. The anger that led Adam in his actions and his tendency to evil are shown in the increasing violence of his actions. The first time he comes home, speaks to Eve and then decides on the killing; the second time he does not bother to ask questions; the third time, he intentionally plans the killing. This is no longer a chance act of murder, but a planned one. Taking the risk of pushing it a little, Iblīs’ influence could also be seen in the ways that Adam uses for killing Khannās: the sea is where Iblīs’ throne is, and the fire is what he is made of. The trees might stand for the tree of Paradise; here, however, rather than pick a fruit from a forbidden tree as in Paradise, Adam “adds” a forbidden fruit to the tree. The view that Evil is immanent to human beings is known to the Islamic tradition. It is expressed, for instance, in the above-related saying of the Prophet, that the Devil flows in humans as does their blood.40 However, while conveying that view, the story puts Adam (whom Islam regards as a Prophet), in a rather negative light. Similarly, the title of the Jewish-Yemenite version, “How did the Devil enter human heart,” apparently states unambiguously that evil has entered into humans from without; but Adam’s questionable behavior, combined with Eve’s passivity, re-opens the question of the origin of evil, leaving us without a clear answer.

Another possibility is to see Adam as a tragic character. Although he is aware of the danger, and takes extreme measures against it, it is exactly these measures which draw him ever closer to his enemy—or rather, his enemy ever closer to him: he is destined to be evil. This interpretation, like the first one, takes the responsibility off Adam’s shoulders, for there was nothing he could do about it, no matter how hard he tried. This is indicated in that the ways he uses for killing the Devil’s son always involve spreading him around (= spreading evil around): hanging his corpse on a number of trees; spreading his ashes in the sea; and having him eaten by the proplasts, through whom he was spread to all humanity. Whereas Adam’s first two attempts to get rid of the child were directed outwards (trees: high up, and sea: deep down), the third, crucial step was directed inwards (inside his and Eve’s bodies), and caused evil to be spread among all of humankind.

The ways in which Adam chooses to kill Khannās also relate to the elements, directions and dimensions of the world. When he cuts the child into four and hangs him on four different trees, this refers to the four directions: North, South, East and West. The trees (high) stand for the air, the sea for water, the burning incorporates fire, and when Adam and Eve consume

40 See note 28 above.
the child he goes back to earth, from which humans were created (Biblical etymology of Adam is adama—earth)—the four elements. This prevalence of the number four correlates with the significance of the quaternity as an archetype of totality, both in nature and the psyche, according to Jung.41 Furthermore, when, on his first attempt, Adam hangs the child on a tree (a symbol of life, aspiration and Heaven), he looks up to the sky, to the (spiritual) air of the divine realm, from which Adam and Eve have fallen due to the Devil. However, the roots of the trees are in the ground, they are connected to the (material) earth, and symbolise the underworld and the demonic. When Adam spreads the child’s ashes in the sea (a symbol of the unconscious psyche), he looks deep inside. The fire with which Adam burns and roasts Khannās is a symbol of transformation, consciousness and sex.42 And when he and Eve eat the child, they consume his flesh, which stands for lust and materialism. This description therefore suggests the gradual deterioration of Adam, as he lets his anger and vengeance take him over.

2.2 The text as a reflection of its narrative circumstances

Just as in the scholarly Ḥadīth literature, as well as in a folk tale, the circumstances in which the Khannās story has been told are significant for a better understanding of its meanings in a given context. It is notable that the Jewish-Yemenite version differs from the Islamic versions (both literary and popular) in that it replaces the child figure, later slaughtered and eaten, by a sheep. The narration of this milder version of this story in Yemen during the first half of the twentieth century might very well appertain from the great famine of 1905 in the city of Ṣanʿā, following a three-year drought and the siege of the city by Imām Yaḥyā, as part of his struggle against Ottoman occupation.43 The Yemenite-Jewish writer, Rabbi Sulaymān Ḥavshūsh, says about the results of this siege:

The Gentile butchers would secretly slaughter dogs and donkeys and sell them as meat of sheep and camels. When the poor among the Jews needed [meat] they would buy [this] meat for frying, thinking that it was of bulls or sheep, I saw it with my own eyes. And some of the Gentiles would steal the children of their friends and eat them, as one would tear a kid.44

41 Jung, CW11, §246; CW16, §405.
42 Stevens, Ariadne’s Clue, pp. 113, 124-128, 379-380.
43 Eraqi Klorman, p. 205.
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Similarly, the Yemenite historian al-Wāsiʿī tells us that during the siege, some people killed (dhabaḥa) their daughters and ate them.45

The Devil’s son in the guise of a sheep in the Jewish-Yemenite version might relate to the fowl meat that had been unknowingly consumed by some Jews during this period. At the same time, in a society where such incidents occur that “cause the listener a dismay,”46 in al-Wāsiʿī’s words, it would seem natural that, on the one hand, such a narrative would appear, while on the other hand, it would seem even more natural that the explicit motif of cannibalism would be blurred.

The Palestinian version was transmitted orally throughout the twentieth century. It was collected in 1935 and 1979 by two different writers, from diverse sources in various parts of the country, and quoted in a study of Palestinian folk literature in 1988.47 This implies that the story is still alive and relevant today in this area. According to this version of the story, when Eve took the baby she was not aware of its true nature, and thus she unknowingly introduced evil into her house. Adam, on the other hand, recognised the nature of the baby right away. When Adam committed an act of cannibalism to get rid of the baby, it was an act of total extermination of the child but, at the same time also of a total assimilation of it into the bodies of himself and Eve. From this perspective, the story in its Palestinian context could reflect a Palestinian view of the geo-political changes during the twentieth century in the area of Palestine and Israel and the Middle East in general.

III. The Story of the Devil’s Son in Comparison with Other Religious Stories

1. Heaven on Earth: the Son of Iblīs and the Story of Paradise

A comparison of the Khannās report with the Paradise story is almost self evident, as both involve Adam and Eve, who are both tempted by the Devil to eat something which they know is forbidden.

45 Wāsiʿī, Taʾrīkh al-Yaman, p. 200. I would like to thank Dr. Bat-Zion Eraqi Klorman for drawing my attention to the famine of 1905 in Yemen, and to the relevant sources.
46 Wāsiʿī, p. 205.
In the Qurʾānic Paradise story in sūra 7 (al-Aʿrāf), God forbids Adam and his spouse to approach a certain tree, lest they become of the unjust (mīn al-ẓālimīn). The Devil (al-Shayṭān) tempts (waswasa) them to violate this command. The act of eating makes them go through a transformation that makes them realise their shame. As a punishment for their disobedience, God banishes them eternally from Paradise.\textsuperscript{48}

Sūra 20 (Ṭaha) has a somewhat different version of the story. Here, God speaks to Adam not of the tree, but warns him of Iblīs, who is “an enemy (ʿaduw) to you and to your spouse. Don’t let him get you out of the garden” (Q: 20/117). Then al-Shayṭān seduces (waswasa ilā) Adam and tells him of the tree. Both Adam and his spouse eat of it, and go through an essential internal transformation, that makes them realise their shame. God then banishes them from the garden altogether (jamīʿ).

In this context, the story of the Devil’s son can be interpreted in two ways:

1. As the main character of the story—Adam (“God”) orders Eve (“Adam”) not to obey Iblīs. Iblīs tempts her to disobey this command and to accept his son. She thus lets Iblīs (through his son) into their house, which eventually leads to the eating of Khannās by Adam and herself. This causes an essential transformation within them, from which humanity will forever suffer.

Such a reading is compatible with the sūra 20 (Ṭaha) version. In both stories, the order is to keep away from Iblīs. Eve is tempted, and both she and Adam eat something that is forbidden, acquired through wrong doing and causing an immediate and eternal transformation of essence. The transformation through which they go is worse here, as is also reflected in the symbolic nature of what they consume. Rather than a divine fruit (a plant symbolising purity), it is the corpse of a murdered demonic creature (flesh is equated with lust).

However, the parallel is not complete, since Adam, who according to this interpretation parallels God (as the law-giver), is also at the same time among the erring and the punished. He makes wrong decisions, which eventually result in carrying out Iblīs’ plan.

2. As the main character of the story, we find Iblīs—A second possible reading of the text would have Iblīs (“God”) commanding Eve (“Adam”) to secure his son. Adam’s (“Iblīs”) desire for revenge, resulting from a past incident (the expulsion from Paradise), leads him to harm the child. Eve

\textsuperscript{48} Q: 7/19-24.
cooperates with him. Eventually, Adam takes the child’s life and consumes the body, the forbidden food, together with Eve. For this their essence is transformed, and they are punished by the eternal presence of Iblîs’ son in their bodies, eating them from within. As against the eternal separation from Paradise and its fruit, here they are eternally bound to Khannâs: eternal presence versus eternal absence. Adam fits well in the role of Iblîs who, in causing the expulsion of Adam and Eve from Paradise, was also driven by his desire for revenge.49

Iblîs, as the law-giver (God), has knowledge which Adam and Eve lack. He can foresee their actions, and their punishment comes from him. Yet, as the last sentence of the story makes clear: the Divine knowledge remains superior to that of Iblîs. Whenever God is remembered, Khannâs has to retreat.

A comparison of the two stories shows that there is more than one possible readings of the Khannâs report. Like the folk tale analysis, here too the more likely reading is the one giving Iblîs the better role.

Another association between the Paradise and the Khannâs stories is through the verb ḥayiya (which means both to live, and to be ashamed). In Q:7/25 this verb refers to the earthly life of Adam and Eve, after God has banished them from Paradise.50 In the Khannâs report related by Tirmidhî, this verb relates to the resurrection of Khannâs, the Devil’s son, after Adam has killed him. The Arabic word ḥayya (a snake) also derives from this root. According to Jewish and Muslim tradition, the snake was the disguise through which Satan/Iblîs entered Paradise to tempt Adam and Eve, after God had already expelled him.51 Here, Khannâs (i.e. the Devil’s son) is the disguise through which Iblîs enters Adam and Eve’s home on earth. One should note that the sound of the term Khannâs bears a certain similarity to ḥanash (Arabic) or naḥash (Hebrew), also meaning ‘a snake’. The name

49 It was due to the refusal of Iblîs to bow before Adam, that God deported him from heaven. Iblîs asked for (and received) a postponement of his punishment to the Day of Judgement. In the meantime, he seduces humanity away from the way of God. Q: 7/11-17, 38/71-83.
50 “On [the earth] you shall live, and on it you shall die, and from it you shall emerge”.
Ḥawāʾ (Hebrew: Ḥava) also derives from the root ḥyy (in Hebrew), and its Biblical etymology is em kol ḥay—the mother of all living creatures. However, “Ḥava” also connotes with the Hebrew word ḥivāʾî (a kind of snake) and in the context of the present text, in which she looks after Khannās, Eve could very well be described as “the mother of all snakes”. Indeed, in the story about Cain as the son of Eve and Satan, Satan is described as riding the snake, or himself being the snake, during the act.

2. Fathers and Sons: Iblīs and Khannās, God and Jesus, Abraham and Isaac

Pushing the casting of Iblīs as the story's hero a bit further, the Khannās report can be seen as a story of a father, who sacrifices his son for the sake of a supreme goal. Two such stories are well known in the Biblical context.

2.1 Abraham and the sacrifice of Isaac

The significance of the sacrifice motif in the story of the Devil's son is evident through the use of the verb “to sacrifice” (dhabaḥa, Hebrew: shaḥaṭ), which appears in both the Biblical and Qurʾānic narratives of Abraham's sacrifice of his son, in all versions of this story.

In the Bible, Genesis:22 tells us of God's command to Abraham to sacrifice his beloved son, Isaac. Abraham obeys the divine command. However, at the very last moment God stops him from killing Isaac and Abraham sacrifices a ram instead. God rewards Abraham for his obedience, blesses him and promises to multiply Abraham's seed and make his seed a blessing for all nations.

As in the Biblical story of the sacrifice, and in the story of the Devil's son, the sacrifice of the son gains eternal life for the father through his seed, who now lives forever within the breast of human beings. However, whereas Abraham's seed is a blessing to humankind, the Devil's offspring is a curse. Another contrasting parallel between the two narratives is found in the dialogue between Abraham and Isaac, against that of Iblīs and Khannās (in the Tirmidhī version): Whereas the Biblical narrative has Isaac approach

52 Genesis 3:20.
53 Pirkey de-Rabbī Eliʿezer—“Ḥorev”, chapter 21 4-5; Zohar, Vol. 1, p. 28b; Kugel, The Bible As it Was, pp. 86-87; Urbach, Sages, p. 147.
54 Genesis 22:10 “And he took the knife to slay his son”; Q:37/102, 107.
his father, who replies “Here I am”, in the Khannās narrative it is Iblis who calls his son, and Khannās answers him “Here I am”. The sheep of the Jewish-Yemenite version of the story also connotes with the ram of Genesis 22.

In the Qurʾān, the story of al-dhabīḥ is referred in Q:37/101-110 (al-Ṣāfāt). In the Bible the sacrificed son is Isaac, whereas in the Qurʾān his identity is unclear, and the commentators are divided in this matter between Isaac (Isḥāq) and Ishmael (Ismāʿīl).

According to the Qurʾān, Abraham (Ibrāhīm) had a vision in his sleep, commanding him to sacrifice his son. He thus prepared his son to be slaughtered. When God appeared to him and told him that the dream had been fulfilled, Abraham made a big sacrifice to God in place of his son (according to the commentators, this was a ram or a goat). God blessed both Abraham and his son, and informed them that among their descendants would be both sinners and righteous people.

Like the narrative of the Biblical sacrifice and the story of the Devil’s son, here too the willingness of the father to sacrifice his son brings him benefit. In the Qurʾānic story the son is also included in the blessing; however, whereas in the Bible the outcome of this willingness is entirely positive, the Qurʾān is ambivalent in this matter: as a result of the blessing righteous people and sinners are both to be born. This distinction among the descendants of Abraham and his son parallels the distinction in the scholarly version of the Khannās story between the situation of humans when they remember God and when they forget Him. In both texts, both situations are possible.

2.2 God and Jesus

Another case of a father initiating the sacrifice of his son is that of God and Jesus. Iblis and Khannās can be viewed in this context as a negative reflection of God and His son. Both stories speak of spiritual entities, if one might say so, who give their son to a woman to take care of. Jesus, the son of God, is also called the “Lamb of God”, “Son of Man” and “second Adam”.

59 Firestone, p. 131.
60 Q: 37/113. However, this verse refers specifically to Isḥāq.
Symbolically, Khannās, the son of Iblīs, who takes on the form of a sheep in the Jewish-Yemenite story, could also be considered the son of Adam, since he has been fostered by Eve, Adam’s wife; and his eternal abode lies within the breast of the son of man (ibn Ādam). In both narratives the son is sacrificed by his father and killed by human beings. The sacrificed son is eaten by humans—the son of God by the disciples, during the Last Supper, and during the ceremony of communion (the bread and the wine of the communion are called the body and the blood of Christ) ever since (to remember Jesus); and the son of the Devil is eaten by Adam and Eve, in their final meal before their essence is transformed. The Devil’s son has also been consuming the hearts of humans ever since (or at least of those who do not remember God). In both cases the son dies and is resurrected by his father, who foretells both the death and the resurrection. While God creates by the power of His word (His son is the logos), Iblīs, too, creates life (brings his son back to life) by the power of his word (the name of his son). Whereas the son of God dies, and after three days is resurrected and lives eternally with humans or in heaven, the son of the Devil dies three times. He is then resurrected and lives eternally within humans, on earth. Finally, in both cases the sacrifice of the son has a tremendous influence on human fate. However, whereas the sacrificial death of the son of God redeems humanity from original sin, the sacrificial death of the son of the Devil reconstructs the original sin, and curses humanity.

The comparison reveals divine-like qualities (giving life) that are attributed to Iblīs practices in this story. But whereas God uses His powers to redeem humanity, Iblīs uses it in order to make humans eternal damned. The Devil’s son story thus seems to be not only ambivalent with regard to Iblīs, but also contains a number of dualistic elements.

**Summary**

The story of the death and life of the Devil’s son is first and for most an aetiological myth, which deals with the question of the origin of human

---
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evil. That said, the story presents an ambiguous stance in this matter, and gives no clear answer to the question which it presents. Other topics with which this story deals, in the context of scholarly Hadîth literature, have to do with the question of dualism, free will, religious and social norms, Qur’anic exegesis and Şûfi ideas. Nevertheless, the circulation of this story as a Hadîth report is very limited. Several reasons can be suggested for this. One of these is the dubious isnâd of this report, although the identity of the transmitter might already reflect an earlier rejection of the text. Another possibility is the ambiguity of the story with regard to the position of Iblîs, while permitting an interpretation which sets the origin of Evil within Adam. Although this ambivalence served well Al-Ḥakîm al-Tîrîmî’s ideas regarding the dual nature of the nafs, it also presented the prophet Adam in a non-flattering light. The circulation of this story might also be related to the question of its origin. Outside the Hadîth, the story gained success as a folk tale. This, as well as its compliance with most criteria and characteristics of a folk tale, implies that it might have originated as a folk tale. One should keep in mind, however, that the folk tale versions of the story seem less controversial. Moreover, the story does not comply with the “Law of Contrast,” which is essential to folk tales. Therefore, the question of its origin remains uncertain.

That the story has remained alive for over a thousand years (at least since the tenth century c.e.) and has preserved its oral form, indicates for the enduring relevance of the questions with which it deals. At the same time, each time it is told, the story is interpreted anew, in accordance with the specific context and circumstances of its narration.

Finally, the above discussion touched upon the intriguing relationship between the scholarly Hadîth and folk literature. It would seem that folk literature, albeit of a different time and context, can prove helpful in the study and understanding of Hadîth reports. This deserves further research.
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